New cases of probable skeletal tuberculosis from the Neolithic period in Hungary – A morphological study
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ABSTRACT The aim of this study is to present new data on the occurrence of tuberculosis (TB) in the Neolithic period of Hungary. The authors present results of the paleopathological investigation of skeletal remains from the Tisza culture tell settlement of Vésztő-Mágor, one of the largest Neolithic tells of the Great Hungarian Plain. The remains of 30 individuals were examined using standard macromorphological methods of bioarchaeology. Before the paleopathological examination of the series, sex and age at death of individuals and state of preservation of the observable skeletal elements were also recorded. In spite of the poor state of preservation, the osteoarchaeological series of Vésztő-Mágor showed a wide range of paleopathological alterations: skeletal traces of degenerative articular changes, traumas, haematological and infectious diseases were observed. This presentation focuses on 4 probable tuberculous cases. Most of the detected alterations (rib lesions, superficial vertebral changes/hypervascularisation and endocranial alterations) can be considered as atypical or early-stage TB lesions. Although a positive correlation seems to exist between these alterations and TB, they are not always pathognomonic to tuberculosis. These results contribute to improving our knowledge on the occurrence of TB in prehistoric populations of Hungary.

It is generally agreed that the global warming at the end of the last ice age around 10000 BC created conditions amenable to agriculture in certain parts of the world (Baker 2008). The wide scale transition, including the shift from a largely nomadic hunter-gatherer lifestyle to a more sedentary, agrarian way of living, with the inception of the domestication of various plant and animal species, has been termed the Neolithic Revolution by V. Gordon Childe (Childe 1936). This transition was ultimately necessary to the rise of modern civilization providing foundation for the subsequent development of increasingly complex societies (Weisdorf 2005). However the prehistoric shift from mobile foraging to sedentary farming generated both benefits and costs (Larsen 1995).

It is believed that the emergence of human infectious diseases is linked to population density. Hunter-gatherer populations are thought to have existed as small, nomadic groups of size and density precluding the existence of endemic pathogens. Following the Neolithic Revolution, a dramatic increase in population size and density occurred. (Armelagos et al. 1996; Donoghue 2009) The change to permanent settlements, associated with larger, denser populations, reduced population mobility, general deterioration of living conditions, inadequate sanitary practices and domestication of animals, provided conditions that may promote the spread of infectious diseases, such as tuberculosis (Larsen 1995; Barrett et al. 1998; Hershkovitz et al. 2008; Donoghue 2009).

It has been calculated that about one third of the world’s current total population is infected with tubercle bacilli (latent infection). Severity of the situation in 1993 prompted the World Health Organization (WHO) to declare tuberculosis a global health threat. In 2010, approximately 8.5–9.2 million new cases of TB were diagnosed and an estimated 1.4 million people died of tuberculosis globally (Hutáš 2007; WHO 2011). The high number of tuberculous cases brought new attention to the research of the disease and the causative agent (Pálfi et al. 2012).

TB is caused by a group of closely related bacteria (M. tuberculosis, M. bovis, M. africanum, M. canettii, M. microti, M. caprae and M. pinnipedia) of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTBC), most often by M. tuberculosis and M. bovis. According to recent investigations (Cole et al. 1998; Brosch et al. 2002; Mostowy et al. 2002; Parsons et al. 2002; Gutierrez et al. 2005; Brisse et al. 2006), members of the MTBC all derived from a common ancestor (M. prototuberculosis), which may have co-evolved with mankind since at least the time of early hominids between 2–3 million years ago, so tuberculosis is one of the oldest known infectious diseases. In spite of their 99% similarity at the nucleotide level, the causative organisms of TB have distinctive epidemiological and clinical characteristics such as pathogenicity, virulence, host preference or geographic distribution. M. tuberculosis is
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the most widespread aetiological agent of human tuberculosis currently, spreading via droplets released from the lungs of an infected person. In certain parts of the world, especially in developing countries, *M. bovis*, the causative organism of tuberculosis in cattle and other mammals can cause human intestinal tuberculous infections through the consumption of contaminated milk, dairy products and meat (Brosch et al. 2002; Donoghue 2008, 2009).

The manifestation of TB depends on several factors, such as the infecting organism, site of infection, infected individual’s age, condition of the immune system and the acute or chronic nature of illness (Bloom 1994; Auferheide and Rodríguez-Martín 1998; Madkour 2004). Pulmonary TB is the most common form of the disease: the pathogen first infects the lungs and the lymph system generating the so-called primary complex. In a minority of cases (approximately 15–20%) the bacteria spread from the initial site of infection to other compartments of the human body, including the skeletal system, via lymphogenous and haematogenous dissemination, resulting in extra-pulmonary TB (Ortner 2003; Donoghue 2008, 2009). Data indicate that about 3–5% of patients with chronic tuberculosis suffer from osseous involvement (Ortner 2003; Donoghue et al. 2004; Nicklisch et al. 2012).

TB may cause characteristic morphological alterations in bones (Steinbock 1976; Ortner 2003). Macromorphological diagnosis of skeletal tuberculosis in human remains is based upon the detection of secondary skeletal lesions (Pálfy et al. 2012). The most common representation of skeletal tuberculosis is spondylitis tuberculosa (Pott’s disease), which affects the vertebral column resulting in cavitation in the vertebral bodies, particularly in the thoracic and lumbar regions. The process may destroy the entire vertebral body and cause ankylosis (fusion of the adjacent bodies) of several vertebralae as well as kyphosis (Pott’s gibbus) of the spine or rarely cold abscess on the ventral surface of the vertebrae. Involvement of the vertebral column appears in 25–60% of skeletal TB cases (Maczel 2003). After vertebral involvement, the second most frequent skeletal lesion in tuberculosis is arthritis of the large, weight-bearing joints, particularly the hip joint (coxitis tuberculosa). Other joints can also be affected with the erosion of the articular surface, possibly followed by subluxation and bony ankylosis (Maczel 2003; Ortner 2003; Kiss and Boda 2007; Kósa and Madách 2007).

The diagnostics of TB in osteoarchaeological samples earlier only focused on the formerly mentioned classical TB lesions, already representing a more or less developed stage of tuberculosis. However, TB may have affected many individuals without classical pathological alterations, and the patients died in an earlier stage of tuberculosis long before these symptoms could have developed. Thus, early-stage TB is not recognizable on the basis of classical TB changes. If we only consider the lesions mentioned above, we may significantly underestimate the prevalence of tuberculosis in the examined historical populations. Because of the problematic nature of TB diagnostics, the importance of establishing diagnostic criteria for early-stage TB has been recognized in the last few years of the 20th century (Maczel 2003; Dutour 2008; Pálfy et al. 2012). Since then a number of researches – mainly based on the study of skeletal collections with known causes of death – have been focusing on searching for atypical or early-stage lesions in connection with tuberculous infection. As a result of these investigations three types of atypical or early-stage TB alterations gained more attention: rib lesions, superficial vertebral changes/hypervascularisation and endocranial alterations. Molecular (ancient DNA and lipid biomarker) analyses also confirmed the diagnostic value of these lesions in a significant number of paleopathological cases (e.g. Haas et al. 2000; Maczel 2003; Raff et al. 2006; Zink et al. 2007; Hershkovitz et al. 2008; Neparáczki et al. 2011).

According to recent studies (Kelley and Micozzi 1984; Roberts et al. 1994; Santos and Roberts 2001, 2006; Maczel 2003; Matos and Santos 2006; Pálfy et al. 2012) based on examination of modern skeletal collections with recorded cause of death, sharply circumscribed lytic lesions and/or diffuse periostitis on the visceral surface of ribs are possible results of a pulmonary infection, and very frequently of TB. Circumferential, irregular pitting and holes especially on the anterior and lateral surface of vertebral bodies also have been described by Ménard (1888) and Baker (1999) in connection with early-stage TB. Small granular impressions or abnormal blood vessel impressions with branched or reticulated appearance as well as plates of newly formed bone in the internal surface of the cranial vault were attributed to tuberculous meningitis in a large number of cases (Schultz 1999, 2001; Hershkovitz et al. 2002; Maczel 2003; Pálfy et al. 2012).

Based on the literature, these two groups of TB related skeletal lesions have diagnostic value: classical TB alterations (TB spondylitis/Pott’s disease and TB arthritis of the great joints) (Steinbock 1976; Pálfy et al. 1999; Ortner 2003) and atypical or early-stage TB lesions (rib lesions, superficial vertebral changes/hypervascularisation, endocranial alterations, diffuse periosteal new bone formation) (Ménard 1888; Kelley and Micozzi 1984; Roberts et al. 1994; Baker 1999; Schultz 1999, 2001; Santos and Roberts 2001, 2006; Hershkovitz et al. 2002; Pálfy 2002; Maczel 2003; Matos and Santos 2006; Dutour 2008).

The aim of this paper is to present the results of the paleopathological investigation of TB in the Neolithic (Tisza culture) tell settlement of Vésztő-Mágó in order to improve our knowledge on the occurrence of classical and atypical TB manifestations and the prevalence of TB in prehistoric populations of Hungary.

**Materials and Methods**

The skeletal material for this study derives from the ar-
Archaeological site Vésztő-Mágor, unearthed on the Mágor Hill arising west of the village of Vésztő (a small town in South-Eastern Hungary), on the left side of the oxbow Holt Sebes Körös. Mágor Hill is one of the largest tells of the Great Hungarian Plain first inhabited in the Neolithic period. The hill developed as a consequence of people living a settled life here for thousands of years with shorter or longer interruptions.

The long-running excavation was carried out under the direction of Katalin Hegedüs (1972–1976). The cultural layer is over 700 cm deep divided into nine building layers and was formed of the debris and household waste of the houses rebuilt from time to time (Makkay 2004).

Forty nine burials were also unearthed in the site: 1 from the Szakálháti culture (late 6\(^{th}\) millennium BC), 30 from the Tisza (ca. 4900–4500 BC) and 18 from the Tiszapolgári cultures (ca. 4400–4000 BC) (MRE, 2003). In Hungary, Neolithic graves containing coffins were first found in Vésztő-Mágor. The dead were buried lying on their left or right side and were painted with reddish ochre, than wrapped in mat and so put into the coffin (Makkay 2004; Siklósi 2010).

The skeletal remains of 30 individuals from the Szakálháti and Tisza cultures, which are housed in the collection of the Department of Biological Anthropology, University of Szeged, Hungary, served as a source of material for this study.

Before the paleopathological examination of the series, sex and age at death of individuals were determined based on standard macromorphological methods (Schour and Massler 1941; Éry et al. 1963; Aczád and Nemeskéri 1970; Víček 1974; Stloukal and Hanáková 1978; Brothwell 1981; Ubelaker 1984; Loth and Isçan 1989). State of preservation of the observable skeletal elements was recorded in three stages (well-preserved, mostly preserved and fragmentary). The paleopathological investigation was carried out using macromorphological methods (Steinbock 1976; Pálfi et al. 1999; Ortner 2003) with focus on the previously detailed classical and atypical TB alterations (Ménard 1888; Kelley and Micozzi 1984; Roberts et al. 1994; Baker 1999; Schultz 1999, 2001; Santos and Roberts 2001, 2006; Hershkovitz et al. 2002; Pálfi 2002; Maczel 2003; Matos and Santos 2006; Dutour 2008).

**Results and Discussion**

Sex and age at death distribution of the examined skeletal series was determined as follows: 12 males, 5 females, 10 infants and 3 undeterminable adults (Fig. 1).

The state of bone preservation is quite bad: 60% of the examined skeletons are fragmentary (Fig. 2).

In spite of the poor state of preservation, the osteoarchaeological series of Vésztő-Mágor shows a wide range of pathological alterations including skeletal traces of degenerative articular changes, traumas, haematological and infectious diseases. This study presents those four cases of the sample that are suspected to present lesions of tuberculous origin.

The skeleton of a 10–12 year old infant (Grave no. 5) was extremely incomplete and fragmentary: only some fragments of the cranium and a few teeth were unearthed. In spite of poor preservation, pathological changes could be clearly identified in the endocranial lamina. Short, serpented abnormal blood vessel impressions surrounded by thin layers of newly formed bone were detected on the endocranial surface.
of the frontal bone, most pronounced on the left side, along the sutura coronalis (Fig. 3). Moreover, the internal surface of the parietal bones showed small abnormal blood vessel impressions. The skeleton also exhibited stress indicators: traces of slight periosteal new bone formation on the anterior and posterior aspect of mandible and cribrotic cribra orbitalia of the right orbit (Fig. 4) accompanied the alterations mentioned above.

The endocranial changes observed may refer to increased intracranial pressure possibly due to meningeal reactions induced by intrathoracic infection, particularly TB (Schultz 1999, 2001; Hershkovitz et al. 2002). Positive correlation between tuberculosis and stress indicators were also recognized in some studies (Stuart-Macadam 1989; Santos and Roberts 2001; Pálfy 2002; Maczel 2003). Morphology of the detected lesions and their co-occurrence with stress indicators (mandible periostitis, cribra orbitalia) suggest the diagnosis of early-stage TB.

The fragmentary skeletal remains of a mature (50–60 yrs) female (Grave no. 6) revealed severe pathological lesions. The macroscopic features of the upper and lower limb bones included diffuse symmetrical periosteal changes: both femora, tibiae and fibulae showed signs of widespread periostitis along the shaft (Fig. 5 and 6) and the distal radii (Fig. 7) were also affected. Furthermore, traces of pit-like lesions were observed on both ends of the right clavicle (Fig. 8 and 9): at the sternal end a 6x7x8 mm, while at the acromial end a 7x8x6 mm spherical, smooth-walled cystic lesion appeared. In spite of remarkable post mortem damage, the ventral surface of the
sacrum showed a circular, 17x16 mm lytic lesion accompanied by remodelled, reactive new bone formation (Fig. 10) probably in response to an overlying cold abscess.

Long bone periostitis can be associated with several pathological conditions. However, symmetrical diffuse periosteal new bone formation observed in the limb bones appears to be a general skeletal response to intrathoracic disease, most often tuberculosis (Kelly et al. 1991; Barthurst and Barta 2004; Masson et al. 2012; Sahin et al. 2012). The cystic lesions of the right clavicle may be explained by several aetiological reasons, but their shape, size and the suspicion of TB-related changes in other skeletal elements of the mature female imply tuberculous ostitis. In this case, the lesions suggest the diagnosis of multifocal skeletal tuberculosis.

The skeleton Grave no. 13. belonged to an approximately 30–40 year old male individual. Preservation of the postcranial elements was fairly good, the skull was almost intact. In the vertebral column, signs of hypervascularisation were revealed in the form of multiple, smooth-walled resorptive pits on the anterior and lateral surfaces of the lower thoracic vertebral bodies (from T8 to T11) (Fig. 11 and 12). These lesions sometimes appeared interconnected with wide, horizontal superficial vascular channels. In this skeleton, extra-vertebral pathological changes were also observed. Both tibiae presented evident signs of periostitis: the surface of the cortex was pitted and longitudinally striated (Fig. 13) along the shaft. In spite of the poor state of preservation, very subtle periosteal appositions were noted on the visceral surface of two rib fragments. The alterations appeared near the angulus costae.

Pattern of the superficial vertebral lesions on the anterior and lateral surface of the thoracic vertebrae resembles the
cases described by Ménard (1888) and Baker (1999), who attributed these alterations to early-stage TB. Previous studies (Kelley and Micozzi 1984; Roberts et al. 1994; Santos and Roberts 2001, 2006; Maczel 2003; Matos and Santos 2006) of osteological collections with recorded cause of death pointed out that periosteal appositions on the visceral surface of ribs are usually indicative of pulmonary infection, and very frequently tuberculosis. In this case the periosteal changes observed in the tibiae also suggest an infectious origin: they might have been induced by TB. The simultaneous occurrence of these lesions suggests the diagnosis of early-stage tuberculosis.

The fairly well-preserved skeleton of an approximately 16-18 year old juvenile male (Grave no. 33.) also showed serious pathological alterations in the vertebral column. Similarly to the previous case, the most significant feature of the remains was the circumferential pitting recognized on the anterior and lateral surface of the thoracic and lumbar vertebral bodies (Fig. 14 and 15). The lesions were sometimes connected with wide, worm-like, horizontal vascular channels. Concerning stress indicators, the examination of the extravertebral bones revealed traces of slight bilateral periosteal reaction in the femora and tibiae. Moreover, in the fragmentary orbits porotic cribra orbitalia was detected.

Hypervascularisation of the thoracic and lumbar vertebral bodies is a suspected sign of early-stage TB based on the studies of Ménard (1888) and Baker (1999). The co-occurrence of the presented superficial vertebral changes with stress indicators (long bone periostitis, cribra orbitalia) suggests the diagnosis of early-stage TB.
Conclusions

During the paleopathological investigation of the osteoarchaeological series of Vésztő-Mágor, four probable tuberculous cases were found. Most of the detected alterations (rib lesions, superficial vertebral changes/hypervascularisation, endocranial alterations and diffuse symmetrical long bone periostitis) can be considered as atypical or early-stage TB lesions (Roberts et al. 1994; Pálfi 2002). Although there seems to be positive correlation between these alterations and TB, they are not always specific for tuberculosis. Other pathological conditions might also cause similar changes. However, the simultaneous occurrence of several of these conditions – as it was observed in majority of our cases – can increase the probability of the diagnosis of early-stage skeletal TB (Maczel 2003). In order to confirm the supposed diagnosis, further investigations (e.g. DNA and lipid biomarker analyses) are planned.

The paleopathological importance of these cases resides in their prehistoric origin. Neolithic skeletal evidence of TB is relatively rare (e.g. Sager et al. 1972; Dastugue and de Lumley 1976; Formicola et al. 1987; Canci et al. 1996; Bennike 1999; Gladykowska-Rzeczycka 1999; Nuorala et al. 2004; Nicklisch et al. 2012), therefore they deserve remarkable attention in the paleopathological literature. As for Hungary, a probable case of Pott’s disease was found by Köhler et al. (2012) in a Late Neolithic (dated to the 5th millennium BC) series of Alsónyék-Bátaszék. Furthermore, five individuals show signs of skeletal TB, with rather atypical symptoms from the Late Neolithic Tisza culture (blooming between 4970-4594 BC) tell settlement of Hőmezővásárhely-Gorza. The initial macroscopic investigation of these cases had been confirmed by lipid biomarker analysis and three of them cross-validated by DNA analysis (Masson et al. 2012). Our results contribute to improving the knowledge on the occurrence of TB in Neolithic populations of Hungary.
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